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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over an arbitrary field F. For x EL, 
the centraZizer C(x) is the subalgebra {y EL ( [yx] = 0). We say that x is self- 
centralizing if dim C(x) = 1, ( i.e. C(x) = Fx). If L contains an ad-nilpotent 
self-centralizing element, then the structure of L is severely constrained. In 
Section 2 we shall see that if char(F) = 0, then dim L < 3. (The only 3-dimen- 
sional example is oe(2, F).) If char(F) = p > 0, then examples exist with 
dimension exceeding 3. It turns out for p > 2 that these algebras are necessarily 
simple and have p-power dimension. (The situation when p = 2 is more com- 
plicated and we do not discuss it.) 
Let char(F) = p > 2. We say that a polynomial f E F[Xj is a p-polynomial 
if the only powers of X having nonzero coefficients in f are of the form XP” for 
i > 0. Given a positive integer n and a p-polynomial f, we construct in Section 4 
a specific Lie algebra La(f) of dimension p %. These algebras contain self-cen- 
tralizing ad-nilpotent elements and for perfect fields L, we show in Section 7 that 
the L,(f) are the only algebras of dimension >3 which do. 
The definition of L,(f) is motivated by the special case f = 0 where the 
algebra can be identified with the Zassenhaus algebra of dimension pn (see 
Ree [S]). In Section 3, we study the structure of Zassenhaus algebras from the 
point of view of self-centralizing ad-nilpotent elements. A consequence of this 
investigation is an easy proof that when F is algebraically closed, the Zassenhaus 
algebras and o((2, F) are the only finite dimensional simple algebras which have 
subalgebras of codimension 1. (This was asserted by Amayo [2] without any 
assumption on F. \Ve give a counterexample in Section 6 which shows that the 
result is not true over arbitrary fields.) 
Another generalization of the Zassenhaus algebras was given by Albert and 
Frank [l]. In Section 5 we show that these “Alberttzassenhaus” algebras over 
perfect fields also contain self-centralizing ad-nilpotent elements and hence are 
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included among the L,(f). (We shall prove in a sequel to this paper [4], that in 
fact every L,(f) over a perfect field is Albert-Zassenhaus.) 
Finally, in Section 8 we show that every&(f) h as a subalgebra of codimension 
2, and we conclude that these algebras are of “generalized Cartan type” when the 
field is algebraically closed. (See Wilson [9].) 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES 
Let L be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over an arbitrary field F and suppose 
x EL is self-centralizing ad-nilpotent (which we shall abbreviate s.c.a.n.). From 
the Jordan canonical form for the transformation ad X, it follows that L has a 
basisy-, , y. ,..., yii with [my<] = (ad x)(y,) = yi-i and y-i = X. (It will become 
clear shortly why we start numbering the yi from - 1.) We call such a basis a 
descending basis. In order to express [yiyj] in terms of this basis we establish 
some notation. 
We define nonnegative integers aij for i, j 2 - 1 by 




j i ! 
(2.1) 
where we follow the convention that the binomial coefficient (i) = 0 unless 
0 < s < r. Note that it follows from Pascal’s triangle that 
aij = a,-], j + ai,j-1 (2.2), 
for i, j 2 0. Given any field F, we may view the aij as elements of F. They are 
uniquely determined by equation (2.2) together with a_,,i = 1 and ai,_l = -1 
for all i > 0 (and a-,,-, = 0). Note also that aii = 0 and that if char(F) = 0 
then aij f 0 unless i = j. 
The integers a,? were also defined and studied by Amayo [2]. (He called them 
hij .) A few of the results of this section, in particular Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 
2.7, can be found in his paper. We have included the (short) proofs here for the 
convenience of the reader. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ypl ,..., yli be a descending basis for L ower F. Let ---I < 
i,j,(k.Thezaii=OinFifi+j>kand 
IIYiYjl = %Yi+i + z 
ij - 1 < i + j < k where 1 is a linear combination of yT for r < i + j. 
Pyoof. Use induction on i + j. If either i = - 1 or j = - 1, the assertion 
holds since by definition of a descending basis, [y-, yi] = yipi for 0 < i < k. 
We assume, then, that i, j > 0. 
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Now [y-r[yiyi]] = [yi-lyj] + [yiyj-i]. If i +j - 1 < k, the inductive 
hypothesis and equation (2.2) yield 
[Y-ICYiYJI = %Yi+i-1 + @z 
where m involves only yV with r < i + j - 1. Since [yiyj] = C b,y, for some 
b, E F, it follows that 
k-l 
[Y4[YiYill = c ksys-1 * 
Y=” 
Comparison of coefficients now yields that b, = 0 ifs > i + j and that if azj # 0, 
theni+j<kandbi+j=aij. 
The remaining case is where i + j - 1 > k. The result then follows from the 
inductive hypothesis and (2.2). 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let char(F) = 0 and suppose L is finite dimensional and 
contains a s.c.a.n. element. Then dim L < 3. 
Proof. Lety-, ,..., yk be a descending basis for L. If k > I, then aI, # 0 since 
char(F) = 0. This contradicts Theorem 2.1. Thus k < 1 and dimL = 
k+2<3. 1 
An example where dimL = 3 for an arbitrary field of characteristic >2 is 
L = 42, F). The matrix (i i) is s.c.a.n. inL. (In fact it is easy to see that 42, F) 
is the only three dimensional Lie algebra containing a s.c.a.n. element.) Other 
examples of Lie algebras containing s.c.a.n. elements are the Witt algebras of 
dimension p over fields of characteristic p and their generalization, the Zassen- 
haus algebras of dimension p”. Th ese algebras were originally defined [l l] in 
terms of a finite additive subgroup of the field. It was shown bq’ Ree [8] and 
Brown [5] that for algebraically closed fields, the resulting algebra is independent 
of the choice of the group (depending only on its order) and that the algebra does 
contain a s.c.a.n. element. In fact, Brown constructs a descending basis, 
v-1 ,..., %tD,,-s and shows that [niuj] has the form Nijni+j for i + j ,< p” - 2 and 
[v~zJ,] :: - 0 otherwise, where Nij is given explicitly by a formula involving 
binomial coefficients. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that Nij = aij in the given 
field, although Brown’s formula differs from our equation (2.1). 
For the purposes of this paper, it is convenient to define the Zassenhaus 
algebras in terms of the aij . Our definition (which follows a few preliminary 
results) is different from that given by Zassenhaus, but in fact defines the same 
algebras whenever the original definition applies and the field is perfect. We shall 
say more about this in Sections 5 and 6. 
We shall need to compute the agj in fields of characteristic p. Fortunately, an 
easy method is known for evaluating binomial coefficients mod p. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let r, s be nonnegative integers. Write them to the base p where p 
is prime so that 
r = pPi 
, 
withO<rri,si<p-l.Then 
Proof. We have (1 + X)” = I-&,(1 + X Pi r~ modp. The result follows by ) 
comparison of the coefficients of Xs on both sides. 1 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let r and s be nonnegative integers and let p be a prime. Then 
r+s 
( 1 Y = Omodp 
i# the addition r + s requires a “carry” when computed in base p. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let p be a prime and let n 2 1 be an integer. Then 
aej = 0 modp 
foralli,jwith-1 <i,j<p”-2andi+j>p”-2. 
Proof. We have i + j + 1 > pn but i + 1 < pn and j < p”. Thus a “carry” 
occurs when adding j to i + 1 in base p and hence (i+i”) = 0 mod p. Similarly 
(i+i+‘) E 0 modp and the result follows. i 
Given F of characteristic p, it is natural (in view of Theorem 2.1 and Corol!arp 
2.5) to define an algebra of dimension p* by taking as a basis, the symbols yi for 
-1 < i <pp” - 2 and defining [yiyj] = aijyi+j for -1 < i + j <p” - 2 
and [ yi yj] = 0 otherwise. To show that this is a Lie algebra, one needs to check 
the Jacobi identity. While this can be done directly, we prefer the following 
method. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let F be any jield and let Z(F) be the (infinite dimensional) 
F-space spanned by the symbols yz for i 2 - 1. Establish an algebra structure on 
-W> by 
[riyil = aijyi+.f - 
Then Z(F) is a Lie algebra. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the case F = Q. Let A = Q[X’J, the polynomial 
ring. Let L = Der(A), the Lie algebra of derivations on A. We show that 
L Es Z(cl). 
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Let zi EL be the (unique) derivation with z,(X) = X”+‘/(i + I)! for i > - 1. 
Then the zi are a basis for L and explicit calculation yields 
=( 1 I (i + l)! j! - i! (j + I)! 1 Xi+j+l 
= CZijxi+j(X)* 
Thus [+zi] = a,,.~~+~ and the result follows. 1 
Suppose char(F) = p > 0 and let n be a positive integer. By Corollary 2.5, 
it follows that the subspace of Z(F) spanned byy-, ,..., yenw2 is a subalgebra. It is 
this algebra, which we denote Z,(F), that we shall call the Zussenkuus algebra. 
We write 2, in place of Z,(F) w h en it is not necessary to specify the field. 
Note that y-r is s.c.a.n. in Z,, and ye1 , y0 ,..., yBn-a is a corresponding des- 
cending basis. Also, in Z(F), we have that 2, is the kernel of (ady-,)p”. Since 
p-powers of derivations are derivations in characteristic p and kernels of deriva- 
tions are subalgebras, this provides an alternate proof of Corollary 2.5. 
We mention that Z,(F) is the Witt algebra over F. 
The following is a converse to Corollary 2.5. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let p > 2 be a prime and let k > 1 be an integer such that 
u,~ = 0 mod p whenever -1 <i,j<k and i+j>k. Then k=pn--2 
for some integer n. 
PYOO~. Since a,, = (k - l)(k + 2)/2 and alk 3 0 modp, we have k = 1 or 
k = -2 modp. Since k > 1, we conclude that k + 2 > p. Write k + 2 in base 
psothatk+2=C~=,r,p”withO<r,<p-landr,#O.Thenn>land 
wemayassumek+2#pn.Takei=pn-landj=k+2-pp”<k.Then 
i+j+l =k+2 and 
uij == (“,‘) - (jfn+:). 
By Lemma 2.3, (“$) = r, + 0 modp. Since uij = 0 modp, we have 
(:L:) + 0 mod p. Since n 3 1, it follows from Lemma 2.3 again, that (,‘&) $0 
modp.Thusr,=p-landk+2-r,=--lmodpandk=---3modp. 
This is incompatible with k = 1 or -2 mod p since p > 2 and the proof is 
complete. 1 
THEOREM 2.8. Let L be a Jinite dimensional Lie algebra over F with char(F) = 
p > 2. Let x EL be s.c.u.n. Then 
(a) dimL = 1, 2, 3 orpn for some n. 
(b) L is simple ;f dimL > 3. 
(c) For each m < dimL of the form 1,2, 3 orpe, there is a unique m-dimen- 
sional subalgebra ofL which contains x. These are the only subalgebras containing x. 
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Proof. Let x = y-i , y0 ,..., yk be a descending basis for L. By Theorem 2.1, 
~~~=OinFfori,j<kandi+j>kandthuseitherk<lork=p~--2 
by Lemma 2.7. Thus (a) follows. 
Since [xyJ = yi-i for i 3 0, it follows that the only subspaces ofL which are 
invariant under ad x are the spans S, of yP1 , y0 ,..., ym for m < k. By (a), S, 
can be a subalgebra only if m = - 1, 0, 1 or pe - 2. By Theorem 2.1, we see 
that S-i , S, and S, are subalgebras. To complete the proof of (c) it suffices to 
show that SD,_, is a subalgebra. However, SD,+ is the kernel of the derivation 
(ad x)“’ and so is a subalgebra. 
To prove (b), assume k > 1 and let I be an ideal of L. Then I is invariant under 
adxandsoI=S,forsomem.IfI#O,thenx=y_,~Iandm~k-l.Thus 
y. E: I. Since aOk = k + 0 modp, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that [ya , y,J G 
kyk mod S,-, and thus ylC E I and I = L. 1 
We mention that Lemma 2.7 fails when p = 2 since if i, j < 2” - 3 and 
i + j > 2% - 3, then aij = 0 mod 2. Thus if char(F) = 2, the elements 
yP1, y,, ,..., yan-a span a subalgebra of Z,(F) of dimension 2” - 1. In fact, this 
subalgebra is an ideal and Z, is not simple in this case. 
3. ZASSENHA~JS ALGEBRAS 
Let char(F) = p > 2. In Z, , the elements y,, , yi ,..., yPn-a span a subalgebra 
S of codimension 1. (Note that S is solvable since for each m >, 0, the set of yi 
with i > m spans an ideal of S.) In this section we explore the connections 
between s.c.an. elements and subalgebras of codimension 1. This leads, for 
instance, to the conclusion that the group of automorphisms of Z, acts transitively 
(and in fact regularly if p” > 3) on the set of s.c.a.n. elements of Z, . 
Amayo [2] claims that &(2,F) and Z,(F) are the only finite dimensional Lie 
algebras L over F which have a subalgebra of codimension 1 that does not contain 
a nonzero ideal of L. Our results on s.c.a.n. elements yield easy proofs of two 
special cases of Amayo’s assertion: when F is algebraically closed and when L 
contains a s.c.a.n. element. Amayo’s proof of the general result is incorrect since 
counterexamples exist when F is not perfect. (See section 6.) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let x EL be s.c.a.n. and suppose H CL is a hyperplane with 
x $ H. Then there exists a unique descending basis x = zel , z0 ,..., zk for L with 
zi E H for all i > 0. 
Proof. Suppose we have x = z-i, z0 ,..., zj chosen with zi E H and 
[x.zJ = ,z-i for 0 < i < j. Note that the zi for i > - 1 are necessarily linearly 
independent. It suffices to show that if j < (dimL) - 2, then there exists a 
unique zj+i E H with [x++J = zi . 
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Since ad x is nilpotent and its image has codimension 1, it follows that every 
proper subspace of L which is invariant under ad x is contained in the image. 
Because the span of the xi with i < j is an invariant subspace, we conclude that 
zj = [xy] for some y EL. Since x $ H we can write y = owe + zi+i where 
zj+i E H and [xzj+J = zj . If also h E H with [xh] = zi, then h - zj+i E 
C(x) n H = 0 and the result follows. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. Let x EL be s.c.a.n. where dim L > 3 over F with char(F) > 2. 
Let T CL be a subalgebra of codimension 1. Then there exists a unique isomorphism 
0: L + 2, such that O(x) = yei and O(T) = S where dim L = pn. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.8, we have dim L = p”. Let x = x-i , zs ,..., ~~~-2 be 
a descending basis with zi E T for i > 0. (We can use Lemma 3.1 since T has no 
s.c.a.n. element by Theorem 2.8 and so x $ T.) 
Fix i and j and write 
zJ”-2 
rwi1 = ,E, %Zk . 
We show by induction on i + j that elk = 0 unless k = i + j. This certainly 
holds when i = - 1 or j = - 1 and so we assume i, j > 0. Thus zi , zj E T and 
hence [zi.zj] E T and 01-i = 0. Now apply ad(x) to obtain 
The inductive hypothesis now yields that 01~ = 0 for k > 0 and k # i + j and 
the claim is established. 
It follows that [xizj] = 0 if i + j > pn - 2 and by Theorem 2.1, [zizi] = 
aijzi+j if --I < i + j < pn - 2. Thus the linear transformation 0: L + 2, 
defined by O(.zJ = yi is the desired isomorphism. 
If 0, is another isomorphism L - 2, with O,(T) = S and O,(x) = y-, , let 
ui = O;‘(y,) for - 1 < i < pn - 2. Then by the uniqueness in Lemma 3.1, 
we have ui = zi and so 0, = 0. 1 
If char(F) = p > 2 and p” > 3, then the uniqueness of 0 in Theorem 3.2 
holds without the assumption that O(T) = S since in fact S is the unique 
subalgebra of Z, of codimension 1 in this case. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let M C Z, be a proper, subalgebra with M $ S and assume 
char(F) = p > 2. Then dim M = 1, 2, 3 or a power of p. 
Proof. Express each x E M in the form x = C~~~~ oriyi and for x # 0, 
define d(x) = min{i 1 ai # O}. Since M g S, there exists w E M with d(w) = - 1. 
Let k = max{d(x) 1 x E M, x # 0} and let u E M with d(u) = k. Define ui for 
-1 .< i < k by setting uk = u and uiPl = [zuui]. Observe that d(ui) = i. 
481/57/2-2 
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We claim that {ui 1 - 1 < i < K} is a basis for M. Since the d(uJ are all distinct, 
it is clear that the ui are linearly independent. If the ui do not span M, choose 
x E M with d(x) maximal such that x is not in the span of the ui . Now d(x) = 
m < k and d(x - au,) > m for suitable a! EF. This contradicts the choice of x 
and shows that dim M = k + 2. 
Now suppose i, j < k. Then the coefficient of yy in [u& is 0 for all v < i + j. 
Thus if [uiuj] # 0, then d([uiuj]) 3 i + j an d so if i + j > k, we conclude that 
[uiujJ = 0. Since yi and yj have nonzero coefficients in ui and uj , we have 
[yiyi] = 0 and thus aij := 0 modp if i + j > k. Now Lemma 2.7 yields 
k = - 1, 0, I or pp - 2 and the proof is complete. a 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let char(F) = p > 2. Then Z, has a unique subalgebra S 
qf codimension 1 except when pn = 3. 
Proof. Let T C Z, be a subalgebra of dimension pn - 1 with T # S. By 
Theorem 3.3, dim T = 1,2,3 orpe. The only possibility ispn = 3, dim T = 2. 1 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let char(F) = p > 2 and assume pn > 3. Then Aut(Z,) 
acts regularly on the set of s.c.a.n. elements of Z, _ 
Proof. We must show that if x E Z, is s.c.a.n., then there is a unique auto- 
morphism 0 with O(X) = y-r . Using Corollary 3.4, this is immediate from 
Theorem 3.2. 1 
In the case that F is algebraically closed (of characteristic f2) we can quickly 
prove Amayo’s assertion from Theorem 3.2 by using the following result of [3]. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let L be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over the algebraically 
closed field F. Let X CL be a subset such that every eigenvector of ad x lies in Xfor 
every x E X. Then ad y is nilpotent for some y E X. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let L be a Lie algebra and let M CL be a subalgebra of codimension 
1 which does not contain any nonzero ideal of L. Then no eigenvector of ad x lies in 
Mfor xFL - M. 
Proof. Suppose ad x has an eigenvector in M for some x $ M. Let I C M be 
the (unique) subspace maximal such that it is invariant under ad x. Then I > 0. 
Since L = M + Fx, we have [LI] C [MI] + I 5 111. Since [LI] is invariant under 
ad x we have [LT] C I and I is an id:al of L. This is a contradiction. j 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let L be a Lie algebra with subalgebra M of codimension 1. 
Suppose that M contains no nonzero ideal ofL. Then C(x) = Fx for every x EL - M. 
Proof. Otherwise C(x) n A4 # 0 which contradicts Lemma 3.7. 1 
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THEOREM 3.9. Let L be a Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field F with 
char(F) # 2. Suppose M CL is a subalgebra of codimasion 1 which contains no 
nonzero ideal of L. Then either dim L < 2, L g 342, F) OY L s Z,(F). 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, there exists y EL - M with ady nilpotent. 
By Corollary 3.8, y is s.c.a.n. in L. The result now follows from Theorem 3.2. 1 
As was pointed out by Kostrikin in his 1970 talk at Nice, Theorem 3.9 can also 
be obtained as a consequence of the general theory of filtered simple Lie algebras. 
Finally, we strengthen Theorem 3.3 for algebraically closed fields. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let M be a subalgebra of Z,,(F) where F is algebraically 
closed and char(F) > 2. Assume Me S. If dim M 3 3, then M z 42, F) OY 
M G Z,(F) for some m. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.9, it suffices to show that M n S contains no nonzero 
ideal of M. If 0 # I c M n S is an ideal of M, then I contains an eigenvector 
for ad x for some x E M - (S n IV). Since 2, is simple, this contradicts 
Lemma 3.7. 1 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE L,(f) 
In this section we construct a family of algebras which generalize the 
Zassenhaus algebras. To do this we first reconsider the Zassenhaus algebras from 
a different point of view, namely as subalgebras of a derivation algebra. 
Let A be an associative commutative algebra over a field F. If DE Der(A) 
and a E A, we define a . D E Der(A) by (a D)(b) = aD(b). It is trivial to check 
that [a D, b . D] = (aD(b) - bD(a)) D and thus {a . D 1 a E A} is a subalgebra 
of Der(A). It is denoted A D. 
Consider the case where A is a divided power algebra in one indeterminate. 
Thus A has a basis of formal powers, @r, x(l),..., ~(g~-l) where char(F) = p > 0. 
Multiplication in A is defined by 
x:(2)x(i) = ( i +.i x(i+j) ) 
i, ’ 
Since (‘:j) = 0 mod p if i + j > pn - 1 by Corollary 2.4, this product is well 
defined. Associativity may be proved directly or from the observation that in 
Q[Xj we have (Xi/i!)(Xjij!) = (i:i) X”‘j/(z’ + j)!. 
We define a E Der(A) by a(xu)) = a+l) for i 2 1 and a(x’O)) = 0. That a 
is in fact a derivation is immediate. Now consider A . a C Der(A). Write 
yi = ~(~+l) . a for - 1 < i ,( p” - 2. One computes that 
[YiYjl = %Yi+j 
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for i + j < pn - 2 and [yiyJ = 0 if i + j > p” - 2. Since the yi clearly form 
a basis for A . a, we conclude that A 8 z 2, . 
Our object is to generalize the method used to construct the algebra A . D 
from the derivation D and thereby to produce algebras similar to 2, which 
contain s.c.a.n. elements but which are not Zassenhaus algebras. 
Again let A be an arbitrary associative commutative algebra and fix 
D, K E Der(A) with [DK] = 0. For a E A define 
a . (D; K) = (a - K(u)) . D + D(u) . K. (4.1) 
Then a . (D; K) is a derivation and a . (D; 0) = a . D. Write L(D; K) = 
(cz~(D;K)lu~A}. 
LEMMA 4.1. In the above situation 
[u (D; K), b . (D; K)] = {uD(b) - bD(u) + D(a) K(b) - D(b) K(u)) . (D; K) 
for a, b E A. In particular, L(D; K) is a subalgebra of Der(A). 
PYOO~ Compute! 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A be a commutative associative F-algebra with 1 and let 
D E Der(A) be nilpotent on A. Assume ker D = F . 1 and dim A > 1. Let 
K E Der(A) commute with D. Then 
(a) The map a E+ a . (D; K) is one-to-one from A onto L(D; K) and 
(b) D is s.c.u.n. in L(D; K). 
Proof. Suppose a (D; K) = 0. Then a . D = K(u) D - D(a) . K. The 
D-invariant subspaces of A are linearly ordered by inclusion and so F . 1 C D(A) 
and I = D(b) for some b E A. Then 0 = KD(b) = DK(b) and hence K(b) = XI for 
some h EF. Thus a = uD(b) = K(a) - AD(u) and D”(u) = (K - hD)(D”(u)) 
for n >, 0. If a # 0, let n be maximal with D”(u) # 0. Then D”(u) E F 1 and 
thus (K - hD)(D”(u)) = 0. This is a contradiction and so a = 0 and the first 
statement follows. 
Now D = I (D; K) EL(D; K) and [D, b (D; K)] = D(b) . (D; K). Thus 
(ad D)n(b . (D; K)) = D”(b) (D; K) and D is ad-nilpotent. Finally, if b . (D; K) 
commutes with D, then D(b) . (D; K) = 0 and so D(b) = 0 by (a). Thus 
ZJ = Xl and b . (D; K) = AD. The proof is complete. 1 
Now let A be the divided power algebra of dimension pa and let 8 E Der(A) 
be as before. Then for any K E Der(A) which commutes with a, we haveL(a; K) 
has dimension p” and a is s.c.a.n. in it. As we have seen, taking K = 0 yields the 
Zassenhaus algebra. If n > 1 we can iind nonzero derivations which commute 
with 3 by taking p-polynomials. 
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Suppose f E F[X] is a p-polynomial. Then f(a) E Der(A) and we introduce 
the notation &(f) = L( a; f(a)). Th us f or each p-polynomialf, the algebra L,(f) 
contains a s.c.a.n. element. The main result of this paper, proved in Section 7, 
is that over perfect fields of characteristic >2, the L,(f) are in fact the only Lie 
algebras of dimension >3 which contain s.c.a.n. elements. 
Write 
f(X) = a,XDrn + ..’ + alxp + aox. 
Since ap" = 0, the values of oli for i 3 n are irrelevant in the construction of 
L,(f). Also, we have a . (D; K) = a (D; K + hD) and thus the value of 01,, 
is also irrelevant in the construction of the algebra L,(f). Thus L,(f) is deter- 
mined as a subalgebra of Der(A) by the parameters 01~ , 01~ ,..., a:,-r which we 
call the defining coejkients of&(f). Note that if n = 1, there are no defining 
coefficients and L,(f) z 2, . We shall discuss the question of isomorphisms 
among algebras with different sets of defining coefficients in [4]. It turns out that 
there are exactly n isomorphism classes of algebras L,(f), over algebraically 
closed fields of characteristic >3. 
In L,(f), let yi = xti+r) . (a;f(a)) for - 1 < i < p” - 2. By Lemma 4.2(a), 
the yi form a basis for L,(f) which we call the standard basis. We shall compute 
[yiyj] explicitly. 
Fix the prime p. Given integers i, j > - 1 and Y > 1 we define 
where we follow the usual convention that binomial coefficients are zero when 
otherwise undefined. As with the integers afj , we often view bj;’ E F for fields F 
of characteristic p. 
We collect some observations. 
LEMMA 4.3. (a) bp& = 0 
(b) b&r = 1 ifj > pv - 1 
(c) b~~‘=Oifi,j<~-2 
(d) b:;‘=Omodpifi,j<pfi-2andi+j>pn+~-2 
(e) b$’ = bit,,, + b& if i + j # Py - I. 
Proof. Statements (a), (b) and (c) are trivial, (d) is immediate from Corollary 
2.4 and (e) follows from Pascal’s triangle. 1 
THEOREM 4.4. Let ye1 ,... , ysm-2 be a standard basis for L,(f) with defining 
coefficients o11 , 01~ ,..., anpI E F where char(F) = p > 0. Then 
n-1 
[yiyj] = a,jyi+j + C -$l;)yi+j-pv . 
v=l 
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Proof. First observe that in equation (4.3) the coefficient assigned to yR is 
zero in F if k < - 1 or k > pn - 2 and so we may leave these undefined terms 
in the equation. The result now follows by direct calculation using Lemma 4.1 
and the formula x%(j) = ‘+j ( i ) &+j). 1 
Since b’“ij = 0, it follows from equation (4.3) that [y-ryj] = yj-r for 
0 < j < p” - 2 and thus the standard basis for L,(f) is a descending basis with 
respect to the s.c.a.n. element y-r = a E L,(f ). Note that (4.3) is consistent with 
Theorem 2. I. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let L,(f) have defining coeficients 01~ , 01~ , .. . . q-1 and 
standard basis ypl , y0 ,..., Y~,,-~ . Let S, CL,(f) be the subspace spanned by 
yml ,..., yym-2 for m < n. Then S, is a subalgebra isomorphic to L,(f). Its defining 
coeficients are 01~ , 01~ ,..., 01,,_~ . 
Proof. That S, is a subalgebra follows from Lemma 4.3(d) or Theorem 
2.8(c). By Lemma 4.3(c), we have b$’ = 0 for i, j < pm - 2 if v 2 m and thus 
m-1 
[YiYjl = aijYz+j + 1 “.$:r’Yi+j-pV 
“=I 
fory,,yiEJlm and the result follows. 1 
We show that the L,(f) are not, in general, Zassenhaus algebras. 
THEOREM 4.6. Assume char(F) > 2. Then the algebra L,(f) is isomorphic to a 
Zassenhaus algebra iff all of the dejining coefficients are zero. 
Proof. That L,(f) s Z, is clear if all 01, = 0. Conversely, assume 
L,(,f) g 2, and let S $ L,(f) b e a subalgebra of codimension 1. Let y-r , 
y0 ,..., y+a be the standard basis for L,(f). 
Now al,V,n-z = 0 in F and 
sincepV > 2. By equation (4.3) we conclude that [y,y,,-,] = 0. Sincep” - 2 > 1 
(because n > l), it follows by Corollary 3.8 that y1 E S. Now [ysyr] = y1 and 
hence by Lemma 3.7 we must have y,, E S. Since y-r 6 S (by Theorem 2.8), 
it follows that y,, is the unique s E S with [ yeIs] = yP1 . 
By Theorem 3.2, there exists a basis y-r = z-r, z0 ,..., ,+-a for L,(f) with 
[z& = u,+~+~ and z0 E S. Since [y-rz,,] = y-r , we have y,, = z0 and the zi are 
thus a basis of eigenvectors for ad y,, . 
Now choose v minimal such that the defining coefficient 01, # 0. By Lemma 4.3 
and Theorem 4.4, it follows that [yOyDV] = ol,y,, (since aO,py = 0 in F). Thus 
(adyJ2ypV = 0 but (ady,)y,, f 0. Th is contradicts the semisimplicity of ad y0 
and completes the proof. 1 
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5. ALBERT-ZASSENHAUS ALGEBRAS 
Before proceeding to the main theorem of this paper in Section 7, we discuss 
another class of algebras in the literature, the Albert-Zassenhaus algebras, and 
show that they contain s.c.a.n. elements over perfect fields. It will follow from 
Section 7 that these algebras are isomorphic to suitable L,(f)‘s. In [4] we will 
show the converse, that in fact every Ln(f) (over a perfect field) is either Zassen- 
haus or Albert-Zassenhaus. 
To see how the Albert-Zassenhaus algebras, which we define below, are 
related to the Zassenhaus algebras, we reconsider the latter from a different 
point of view. The original definition [I l] of a Zassenhaus algebra over a field F 
with char(F) = p > 2 was as follows. Let G C F+ be a nontrivial finite (additive) 
subgroup. We define L(G) to be the F-space spanned by the symbols U, for 
o E G. The Lie product on L(G) is given by 
[%.%I = (T - +,+, . 
Then,!,(G) is a simple Lie algebra. As was proved by Ree [8] and Brown [5] (by 
entirely different methods), if F is algebraically closed, then L(G) E 2, where 
/ G ; = pa. This result also follows immediately from our Theorem 3.9 since it is 
easy to check that 
is a subalgebra of L(G) of codimension 1. In particular, when F is algebraically 
closed, the isornorphism class ofL(G) depends on 1 G 1 but not on the particular 
subgroup G C F+. We shall see in Section 6 that one cannot conclude that 
L(G) z 2, without some assumption on F. 
The algebra L(G) can also be realized as a subalgebra of Der(A) where 
A = F[q is the (associative) group algebra with basis {xv 1 o E G} such that 
%X7 = x,+7 . Let D E Der(A) be defined by D(xo) = ux, . Then L(G) g A . D 
via u, + x, . D. 
The Albert-Zassenhaus algebra L(G, 0) is a generalization of L(G) which is 
defined [l] as follows. Again let G C F+ be a finite subgroup and let 0: G --f Ff 
be a group homomorphism. Then L(G, 0) has the basis (uO 1 o E G) and multi- 
plication is defined by 
[uou7] = (7 - c? + U@(T) - TO(cr))Uo+T 
This yields a simple Lie algebra. Note that if 0 is the map o w Aa for some fixed 
h E F, then L(G, 0) = L(G). 
As is the case with L(G), the Albert-Zassenhaus algebra L(G, 0) can also be 
realized as a subalgebra of the derivation algebra of the group algebra A = F[G]. 
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Again let D E Der(A) with D(x,) = UX, and define K E Der(A) by K(x,) = 
O(u)xo . Then D and K commute, and so by Lemma 4.1, L(D; K) is a subalgebra 
of Der(A). Furthermore, the map u, H X, . (D; K) is an isomorphismL(G, 0) z 
L(D; K). 
We now see that L(G, 0) bears much the same relation to L(G) as L,(f) does 
to 2, . We proceed to prove that over a perfect field of characteristicp > 2, every 
L(G, 0) contains a s.c.a.n. element and so by the result of the next section, is of 
the form L,(f). Our proof generalizes the method of Ree [8]. 
We work with algebras of the formL(D; K). Note that in the above situation 
where 0(x,,) = ux, , we have that all eigenvalues of D lie in F and all eigenvectors 
are invertible in A = F[C;I. Also in this case, ker D = F . x0 = F . 1 in A. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be arbitrary finite dimensional associative commutative 
algebra with 1 over a perfect field F of characteristic p > 2. Assume D E Der(A) 
satisjies 
(i) All eigenvectors of D are invertible in A. 
(ii) The characteristic polynomial of D splits in F. 
(iii) kerD =F.I. 
Let K E Der(A) commute with D. Then L(D; K) = L(E; H) for some commuting 
E, HE Der(A) with E nilpotent and ker E = F . 1. 
COROLLARY 5.2. The Albert-Zassenhaus algebra L(G, 0) over a perfect field 
of characteristic >2 contains a s.c.a.n. element. 
Proof. In view of the remarks preceding the statement of Theorem 5.1, the 
result is immediate from that theorem and Lemma 4.2(b). 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Let F be a jield of characteristic p and let G C F+ be a nontrivial 
finite subgroup. Let X C F be a subset with ( X 1 < p - 2 and let 0: G -+ F+ be a 
homomorphism. Then there exists CJ E G with 0 # 0 such that 
Proof. For /I E F, write S(p) = {u E G 1 (1 + O(u))/u = /3}. Then either 
S(p) = @ or S&I) is a coset of the subgroup H(P) = {x E G 1 /kc - O(x) = O}. 
Thus either 1 S(p)\ = 1 or 1 S(/3)1 = 0 modp. 
Let Y = {O(~)/T 1 0 # 7 E G}. If /3 E Y, then /3 = O(T)/T for some 7 # 0 and 
so 7 E H(p). Thus 1 H@)( > 1 and 1 S@)j = 0 modp in this case. Thus 
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with 0 < m < j X 1 < p - 2. Since 1 G - {O}l EE - 1 mod p, we cannot have 
G - &9 = Ue.x,~ S(p) and thus (1 + O(u))/u $ X u Y for some (J. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. Let D E Der(A) where A is an associative commutative F-algebra. 
Let a E A and assume D(a) = ha for /\ E F. Then 
k-l 
(a . D)k = ak . fl (D + ihl) 
i=O 
for k > 1. In particular, zjc Dn(b) = 0 and char(F) = p, then (a . D)“p(b) = 0. 
Proof. The first assertion follows by induction on K since D(a”) = hhak. 
The second statement is immediate since D + i/v = D when p / i. B 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. For WE Der(A), we introduce the notation 
JV(W)={~EA/ W”(a)=Oforsomen>O}. 
Thus JV( W) is the largest subspace of A on which W is nilpotent. 
Among pairs D, , Kr E Der(A) with L(D,; Kr) = L(D; K) and such that DI 
satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (‘“) m , we may assume that D and K have the pro- 
perty that dim(.&‘(D) n M(K)) is as large as possible. To complete the proof, 
we show that D is nilpotent. 
Let G be the set of eigenvalues of D so that G C F by (ii) and we may assume 
G # (0). Let u E G and choose nonzero u E A with D(u) = UU. By (i), then, 
u-l exists in A. Also, D(u-l) = ----au-l and so -u E G. Furthermore, if 7 E G 
and D(v) = TV with v # 0, then uv # 0 and D(uv) = (u + T)UV. This shows 
that G is a subgroup ofF+. In addition, if D(u,) = uur , then D(u-lu,) = 0 and 
so ui is a scalar multiple of u by (iii). In other words, there is a one-dimensional 
space of eigenvectors for each u E G. 
Continuing with the above notation, we have D(K(u)) = KD(u) = u(K(u)) 
and therefore K(u) = XU for some X E F. Furthermore, A is uniquely determined 
by u, independent of the choice of u. We have thus defined a function 0: G -+ F 
by O(U) = X. It is routine to check that 0 is a homomorphism G -+F+. 
Now assume u E G where u # 0 and u is as above. Construct derivations 
E=u-~~((~+O(U))~D-U~K) 
H = K - (@(~)/a) . D. 
Observe that H(u-l) = 0 and thus 
HE=u-‘.H((l+O(u)).D-u.K)=EH 
where the second equality follows since H commutes with both D and K. 
Therefore L(E; H) C Der(A) is defined. 
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We claim that L(E; H) = L(D; K). T o p rove this, one shows for a E A that 
au (E; H) = a (D; K). 
This is a routine though somewhat tedious calculation which we omit. It depends 
on equation (4.1) and the facts that H(U) = 0 and E(u) = o * 1. 
Clearly, M(H) > M(K) n M(D). Also, Z(E) > x(K) n M(D) by Lemma 
5.4 since u-r is an eigenvector for (1 + O(o)) . D - o K. Furthermore, 
E2(u) = 0 = H(u) and so u E x(H) n x(E) although u G&‘(K) n N(D). By 
the maximality of dim(&‘+(K) n N(D)), it follows that E must violate one of (i), 
(ii) or (iii). 
We show that E satisfies (ii). We have E = u-l . W where 
W = ((1 + O(a)) . D - cr . K. 
Since W(u-l) = ---U-I, Lemma 5.4 yields 
P-l 
EP = (u-1 . W)p = (u-l)” fl (W - iul). 
i=ll 
Because D((u-l)~) = 0 and D commutes with W, it follows that D commutes 
with Ep. However, since D has a one-dimensional space of eigenvectors for each 
eigenvalue, its Jordan canonical form consists of just one block for each eigen- 
value and thus the polynomials in D are the only linear transformations which 
commute with D. Therefore, EP is a polynomial in D and hence has all of its 
eigenvalues in F. Since F is perfect, it follows that E satisfies (ii) as claimed. 
Next we show that for a suitable choice of o E G, the resulting derivation E 
satisfies (iii). If N(D) > F . 1, then there exists b c&“(D) with D(b) = 1. Then 
D(K(b)) = K(D(b)) = K(1) = 0 and thus K(b) = a . 1 for some 01 EF by (iii). 
In this case, let X = (a}, and if M(D) = F 1, let X = 0. Since p > 2 we 
have 1 X / < p - 2 and by Lemma 5.3, there exists o E G - (0) with 
(I + @(~))/a $ X u {O(T)/T 1 0 # T E G}. A ssume E was constructed with this 
choice of (T. 
Let C = ker E. Then C = ker W where W = (1 + O(u)) . D - o . K and 
since W commutes with D we conclude that C is invariant under D. If C $ N(D), 
let -r be an eigenvalue of the action of D on C with 7 # 0 and let 0 # c E C with 
D(c) = TC. Then K(c) = O(T)C and 
0 = W(c) = (1 + O(U))TC - uO(,)c 
and hence (1 + @(a))/~ = O(T)/T. Th’ 1s contradicts the choice of CY and we 
conclude that C CM(D). If C > F 1, then there exists c E C with D(c) = 1 and 
so D(b - c) = 0 and we have b E C. Then 
0 = W(b) = (1 + O(a)) D(b) - oK(b) 
= (1 + O(u)). I - Ucl’ 1 
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and (1 + @(a))/~ = a, again contradicting the choice of o. Therefore C = F 1 
and E satisfies (iii). 
Finally, if /\ is an eigenvalue of E, then there exists a common eigenvector z, for 
E and H with E(v) = /\v. This is so because EH = HE and H has all of its 
eigenvalues in F since it commutes with D and thus is a polynomial in D. It 
follows that the ideal VA is invariant under all derivations in L(E; H) = L(D; K). 
In particular, D leaves VA invariant and thus VA contains some eigenvector of D. 
By (i) it follows that VA = A and thus v is invertible. Now if w is any eigenvector 
of E with E(w) = /\w, we have E(v-‘w) = 0 and hence w = cw for some 01 EF. 
Thus w is invertible and E satisfies (i). This is a contradiction and completes the 
proof. 1 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let F be a perfect field of characteristic p > 2 and let G C Ff 
be a subgroup of order p”. Then L(G) E 2, , 
Proof. By Corollary 5.2, L(G) has a s.c.a.n. element and by the remarks at the 
beginning of this section, it has a subalgebra of codimension 1. The result 
follows from Theorem 3.2. 1 
6. MORE ZASSENHAUS ALGEBRAS 
In this section we prove a property of the Zassenhaus algebras Z,(F) which 
does not hold for certain of the algebras L(G) when F is not perfect. Taking 
pn = 1 G 1, it follows that in these cases, Z,(F) and L(G) are nonisomorphic 
simple Lie algebras of dimension pn which have subalgebras of codimension 1. 
In particular, Amayo’s result [2] is incorrect, since it asserts that over every field 
of characteristic p > 2, there is a unique simple Lie algebra of dimension p” 
which has a subalgebra of codimension 1. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let F have characteristic p > 2 and let L = Z,(F). Suppose 
y EL with y $ S, the subalgebra of codimension 1 in L. Then the characteristic 
polynomial of ad y is equal to the minimal polynomial and has the form 
f(X) = x”” + pn-IX~“L-l + “. + pox (6.1) 
where pi E FJli. 
Before proving Theorem 6.1, we show how it can be used to find examples 
where L(G) & 2, . Let f E F[Xj have the form 
f(X) = X”” + j3,_,x+ + ... + /3,x 
with PO f 0. Let E be a splitting field for f over F and observe that f has pn 
distinct roots in E and that the set of these roots is a subgroup G C E+. Now let 
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y = u0 EL(G) so that [yu,] = UU, for (J E G and thus the characteristic poly- 
nomial of ad y is f. 
Now if L(G) z Z,(E) and pn > 3, then by Corollary 3.4, L(G) has a unique 
subalgebra of codimension 1, namely 
and y $ fig. It follows by Theorem 6.1 that fli E Epi. In particular, all pi for i > 1 
are pth powers in E. Since E is Galois over F and pi E F, we conclude that the j$ 
are pth powers in F. In other words, if some pi is not a pth power in F, then 
L(G) and Z,(E) cannot be isomorphic. 
We mention that when F is not perfect, it is possible to choose 8, y E F with /3 
not a pth power and such that the polynomial 
xpz + /3xp + yx 
splits in F. Thus examples where L(G) $ Z,(F) can be found whenever F is not 
perfect, and it is not really necessary to go to an extension field E to find such 
examples. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let A be an associative commutative algebra with unit over F where 
char F = p # 0. Let a E A and 3 E Der(A). Then 
(a .a)p = up. ap + U. a 
forsomeuEA. 
Proof. Let B = A[ ] h t w ere t is an indeterminate, and extend 8 to a derivation 
of B by setting a(t) = 1. We clearly have 
(a * ap = up . ap + t+. an-1 + ... + u l.a (6.2) 
where ui E A and all of the terms are viewed as operators on B. We claim that 
II, = 0 for all s > 2. Otherwise, choose s > 2 minimal with u, # 0. Since 
(a . ap, ap . 8’ and ui 8 are derivations of B, it follows from (6.2) that 
D = up--] . a-1 t ... + u, .a~ 
is a derivation. Now as(ts) = (s!) . 1 and 8+l(ts) = 0. Thus 
(s!)us = D(t”) = &-ID(t) = 0 
since P(t) = 0. We conclude that u, = 0 and the proof is complete. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. By the discussion at the beginning of Section 4, we may 
identify L with A . a where A is the divided power algebra spanned by elements 
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.# for 0 < i < pn - 1 and a(~(~)) = &-lb. We may thus write y = a . a for 
some a E A and since y $ S, we conclude that a does not lie in the span of the xti) 
with i 3 1 and hence a is invertible. We compute powers of y as operators on A. 
We claim for each m > 1 that 
yPrn = hnlaPm + ... + Alap + b . a (6.3) 
for some hi EF~~ and b E A. Since ap is a scalar in F*, the m = 1 case of (6.3) 
follows from Lemma 6.2. Working by induction on m, assume we have 
where 
yf’= W+b.i? 
w = Xlnapm + .” + xp 
with Ai E F”’ and b E A. 
It follows from [6, p. 187, equation (63)] that 
Y Pi1 = (W + b . 8)~ 
= WJ’ + (b . 8)~ + E 
where E is a linear combination of Lie words in Wand b . a. Since [W, A . a] C 
A . 8, we have E E A .a and by Lemma 6.2 
Y 
pm’l = wfl+b~. ap+c.a 
for some c E A. Since bl’ E F”, the claim follows. 
From equations (6.3) for I < m < n and the fact that a”” = 0, we obtain an 
equation of the form 
Ypn + p,-ly+ f ... + ply” + c . a = 0 (6.4) 
where pi E Fpi and c E A. Since a = a-l . y, we can write c . 8 = v . y where 
~3 = ca-1. Now (6.4) yields 
0 = [y, v .y] = Y(V) ‘y = da(v) . a 
and hence a(v) = 0 and v = j3a 1 for some &, EF. 
We have now shown that as an operator on A, we have f(y) = 0 for some 
polynomial f of the form (6.1). Since ad(yn’“) = (ady)pm, it follows that 
f(ady) = 0 on L and thus the minimal polynomial of ad y dividesf(X). 
Since degf = pn = dim L, it suffices to show that the minimal and charac- 
teristic polynomials of ad y are equal. To do this, we may extend the field and 
assume that F is algebraically closed. It follows from Lemma 3.7 that each 
eigenspace of ad y is one dimensional and thus the characteristic and minimal 
polynomials of ad y are equal, as desired. 1 
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7. NORMALIZATION 
In this section we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let L be a Lie algebra over a perfect field F with char(F) = 
p > 2 and dim L > 3. Let x EL be s.c.a.n. Then there exists an isomorphism 0 of 
L onto an algebra of the form L,(f) such that O(x) = y-, , the first element of the 
standard basis for L,(f ). 
Let x = x-i , x0 ,..., xD71-2 be a descending basis forL. For - 1 < i, j <p” - 2 
and for those integers t > 0 with - 1 < i + j - t < p* - 2, let cl:’ E F be the 
coefficient of x~+~-~ in the expansion of [xixj] with respect to the given basis. By 
Theorem 2.1 we have cl:’ = aii and 
[XfXj] == C Cj:)X,+j-f . 
t 
(7.1) 
To prove Theorem 7.1, it suffices to find a normalized basis, that is a descending 
basis {xi} as above for which 
,!t’ = I 
0 if t > 0 is not a p-power 
II a,b$’ if t = p” (7.2) 
where the 01, E F are independent of i and j. 
Our procedure will be to start with the given basis {xi} and modify it until 
condition (7.2) is satisfied. We break the proof into a number of steps. 
Step 1. (a) ~1:’ = -cl:’ 
(b) c!;;‘,~ = 0 for t > 0 
(c) ci:’ = c:Y~,~ + c~~~-~ for i, j > 0; i + j > t 
Proof. Statement (a) holds since [xixi] = -[x&J and (b) follows since {xi} 
is a descending basis. Conclusion (c) is obtained by applying ad x-i to both sides 
of (7.1) and comparing the coefficients of xitj+-r . i 
To prove condition (7.2) for some particular value oft, one need only verify it 
for those values of i and j with i + j = t - 1 since by step l(c) and Lemma 
4.3(e), the full strength of (7.2) will then follow by induction on i + j. (Note that 
the c:i’ are defined only when i + j 3 t - 1.) 
Now fix an integer s > 1 such that (7.2) holds for all t < s. We shall modify 
the basis so that (7.2) holds for t < s. Iteration of this process will prove the 
theorem. 
For notational convenience, we write ~115’ = cj when i + j = s - 1. This 
defines cj when j and s - j - 1 lie between - 1 and pn - 2. We set cj = 0 for 
all other values ofj. By Lemma 4.3(c), it follows that it suffices to check that 
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cj = 0 for allj with 0 < j < s - I except possibly when s = pe > 1 and j = 0 
or s - 1. Note that by step l(b), this holds when s = 1 and so we assume s > 1, 
Step2. (a)IfO<i,j,k<pn-2andi+j+k=s-I, wehave 
aijck + ajn-ci + alcicj = 0. (7.3) 
(b) IfO<k<s-1,wehave 
aspk-l,kcO + sck = 0. (7.4) 
Proof. Assume i + j $ k = s - 1 with 0 < i, j, k < pn - 2. We have 
the Jacobi identity 
[[xix?‘lxkl + [[%XklXil f [[xkxilxjl = 0. 
We compute the coefficient of x-r when this expression is expanded using (7.1). 
Separating the c(O) terms from the ccU) terms with u > 0, this yields 
o==E+y+t (7.5) 





for which the cl”) factor is defined; 7 is the sum of the terms among 
(8) 




kz k+i-s,j (7.6) 
which are defined and 5 is a sum of terms like c(~)c(“) with u, ZI > 0 and u + v = s. 
Since the cij”’ satisfy condition (7.2) when t < s, there exists an algebra of the 
form&(f) for which an equation like (7.1) holds except that the cl:’ are set equal 
to zero for t >, s and are left unchanged for t < s. Computation of the formula 
analogous to (7.5) for this algebra yields 5 = 0. 
By the definition of cj , we see that 5 = aijck + ajkci + akicj . Also, if 
i, j, k > 0, none of the expressions in (7.6) are defined and 7 = 0. Part (a) now 
follows. 
Nowseti=Oandj=s-I-kwithO<k<s-l.Onlythesecond 
expression in (7.6) is defined and v = c,ca-lo = ck . Also cj = -c~ by Step l(a). 
Since aoi = j and akO = -k modp, (7.5) becomes 
and (b) follows. 1 
0 = jck + a.~-l-k,kco + kc, + Ck 
We establish the notation s = p%‘, where e > 0 and p T s’. 
Step 3. If s # p”, we may assume cpepl = 0. 
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Proof. We may assume that p” - 1 and s - p” lie in {-l,..., pn - 2) since 
otherwise c+r = 0 by definition. Let D = (ad x-# and write 
zi = xi + crD(x,), -1 <i<p”--2, (7.7) 
where OL EF is some fixed scalar. Then {zi} is a new descending basis and we 
write dj:’ in place of if’ for this basis. We show that c$’ = cij’ for t < s and that 
for a suitable choice of 01, we have d~~~‘pc,pc-l = 0. 
Using (7.7) and (7.1), we compute for t < s the coefficient KY:;’ of xi+i-t in 
the expansion of [zizj] with respect to the basis {xi}. We have 
1 (t) for O<t<s 
KY = (:;)) + a(*,q,j + e;-,, for t==s 
where any undefined expression is to be deleted. 
In order to compute the dj’jt’, we invert (7.7) and obtain 
xi = % ( -I)m~mDn”(zi) 
WI=0 
and we substitute this for the x’s in 
[zgq] = c Ki(;)x,+,j-t . 
Since Dm(zi) = aiPms (or 0 if i - ms < - 1), it follows that 
In particular, we have dij ct’ = K,(jt’ = ,$i’ for t < s and 
d!B) = K!:) - &!?) 2, 
= c;;; + a(,I~,i + uf,i-s - Uij). 
where uuV is understood to vanish if either u < - 1 or v < - 1. 
Takingi=s-ppeandj=pe-l,wehavej-~<-lsinces>~eand 
thus CZ,,~-~ = 0. Similarly u~-~,~ = 0 except when e = 0 in which case CZ-~,~ = 1. 
Also 
Thus in any case 
and a suitable choice of 01 yields di:’ = 0 as desired. 1 
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Step 4. We may assume e > 0. 
Proof. If e = 0, Step 3 yields co = 0 since s > 1. Now equation (7.4) gives 
sck = 0 for 0 < k < s - 1 and so ck = 0 for these k. Since c,-r = -ca = 0, 
we have all ck = 0 as desired. 1 
Step 5. co = 0 if s # pe. 
Proof. By Step 4, p 1 s and equation (7.4) yields that u~-~-~,~L.c,, = 0 for all k 
withO<k<s-l.Setk=pe-l.By(7.8)wehave 
as--ge,9e-l = --s’+O modp 
and the assertion follows. 1 
To do the next step we need the following lemma about rational power series. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let f(X) E Q[x] C Q[[X’J be defined by f(X) = CyZi Xi/i! 
where n is odd. Then 
l/f(X) = f(-a + xn+%v) 
for some g(X) E Q[[XJ. 
Proof. We have f(X) = ex - X%(X) where k(X) is a power series with 
k(0) = l/n!. Then 
1 /j(X) = e-X( 1 - Xn eexk(X)-l 
= e-X(1 + Xn e-XK(X) + x2” e-2Xk(X)2 + . ..). 
The coefficient of Xi in this expression is (- l)i/i! for i < rz and is (-l)“/n! + 
h(0) = 0 for i = n. 1 
Step 6. Ifs = pe, we may assume 
(4 Cp-1 =Oife>l 
(b) c,=Oife = 1. 
Proof. Write h = pe-l and D = (ad K#. Define 
(7.9) 
for some fixed 01 EF. Then {xi} is a new descending basis and as in Step 3 we 
write dijt’ in place of cii’ for this basis. We show that d$) = ~134) for t < s and using 
the assumption that F is perfect we select 01 so that dj4,,-, = 0 if e > 1 and 
d(S) - 0 if e = 1. We mention that if e = 1 we could arrange to have s-Z.1 - 
di!h,h-l = 0 but instead we choose 01 as stated above. 
48x/57/2-3 
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In the following calculations, we define cc’ = 0 if i < -1 or j < -1 and 
similarly aii = 0 in these cases. 
We use equations (7.9) and (7.1) to express [.zi,zJ as a linear combination of 
{x~+~-~ 1 0 < t < i + j + l}. The coefficient @it’ of xi++ is given by 
Assume t < s and fix the notation t = kh + Y with 0 < r < h. Now 
t - (u + v)h can be zero or a power ofp only if 
(i) u + v = k 
(ii) + = 0, k > 1 and u + v = k - 1 
or 
(iii) t = s, u = 0 = v. 
Since these three cases are mutually exclusive and cl?’ = 0 if 0 < m < s and m 





0 if r>O or k=O 












We simplify equations (7.11) and (7.12) by using the identity 
This follows from Step l(c) and is valid even if i < - 1 or j < - 1. As a conse- 
quence, for any nonnegative integer 1 such that i + j > m + I- 1, we have 
(7.14) 
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Also, Lemma 2.3 yields that 
if h{p 
if TV = hu 
mod p. (7.15) 
By (7.14) with 1 = kh and m = r and using (7.15), we see that (7.11) yields 




Similarly, taking I = (k - I)h an d m = h in (7.14), equation (7.12) yields 




(k - I)! ‘? if r = 0, 1 < k < p. 
(7.17) 
We now wish to express [z&j as a linear combination of {x~++~ 1 0 ,< t < 
i + j - l} so as to compute dji’. It follows from Lemma 7.2 that 
v-1 
xi = c (-l)n”$+yzJ +A 
Tll=O 
where A is a linear combination of x, with p < i - s. Since P(xJ = ziemh (or 
0 if i - mh < -1), we obtain 
d,‘f’ = c (-1)” $ K$-““‘, 
o<m<p-1 
hm<t 
By equation (7.10), dijt’ decomposes into three terms and we compute the 
A, B and I’ contributions to d,!jt’ separately. Assume as above that t < s and 
t = kh + r with 0 < Y < h. 
Equation (7.16) yields for t < s that the A-contribution to djjt’ is 
Similarly for t < s, (7.17) yields that the B-contribution to d$ is 0 if r > 0 
or k = 0 and is 
Also, the r-contribution to d,!j’ is zero if t < s. 
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Since ~1:’ = 0 if 1 < k < p - 1 or K = 1 and r > 0, it follows that 
di!jt’ = cl:’ for t < s, as desired. 
The B-contribution to L$’ is zero by (7.18) and the r-contribution is ~15’. 
(’ Using (7.16) to evaluate Aij- hm’ for m > 1, we see that the A-contribution to 
dji’ is 
Therefore, d$’ = c:j”’ + A:;’ and we must show for i = s - h and i = h - 1 
orfore=l,i=s-2andj=l,thatwecanchoosecuEFsuchthatAa;‘= 
(8’ -cij . 
Settingi=s-handj=h-l,thenforu+v=pwithu,v>l,only 
u=p-l,v=lgivej-vh>-landwehave 
= -cP/(p - l)! 
by (7.11). Since F is perfect, we can choose ti such that Ai;’ = -c$‘. 
If e = 1, set i = s - 2 and j = 1. Then for u + v = p with u, v 3 1, only 
u=p-1, v=l andu=p-2, v=2givej-vh>--l.Inthiscase, 
(7.11) yields 
A!.” = aD 
i 
1 
(p _ I)! c%.o + 
1 (0) 
21 2(p - 2)! c-1*o 
=a 9 
and thus ifp > 3, we can choose 01 such that A::’ = -cl;‘. 
Finally, ifs = p = 3, we have ci = cl1 (3) = 0 by Step l(a) and there is nothing 
to prove in this case. fl 
Step 7. (a) cr = 0 and cp-a = 0. , 
(b) For1 <j<s-3wehave 
j(j + 3)~~ + (i - l)( j + 2)~~+~ = 0. (7.19) 
Proof. Assume 1 < j < s - 3 and substitute k = 1 into equation (7.3) of 
Step 2 so that i = s - 2 - j. We then have ci = -cs-rPa = -ci+i . Also, 
uj, = -(j - I)( j + 2)/2 and 
ali = (i - l)(i + 2)/2 = j( j + 3)/2 mod p 
since s E 0 mod p by Step 4. We obtain 
-2Us--2-j,jCl = j(j + 3)Cj + (j - l)(j + %+I . 
Thus (b) will follow from (a). 
(7.20) 
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Ifs = p, then Step 6 yields cr = 0 and since cP--2 = -cr in this case, there is 
nothing further to prove. Since p 1 s, we may assume s > p and so we can set 
j = p - 2 or j = p - 3 in (7.20). These yield respectively 
4c, = -2c,-, 
-AC, = 4c,-, 
and thus cr = 0 = cPP2 . 1 
Step 8. We may assume s # p. 
Proof. We show that if s = p, then cj = 0 for 1 < j < p - 2. Since 
C - -cj by Step l(a), we have c(~-~),~ = 0 and it suffices to show ci = 0 B-j-1 - 
for 1 < j < (p - 1)/2. If this is false, let j be as large as possible in this range 
with cj # 0. Then j < (p - 1)/2 and cj+r = 0. Equation (7.19) then yields 
j(j + 3) = 0 mod p and thus p - 3 = j < (p - 1)/2. This yields p < 5 so 
p = 3 and j = 0 which contradicts j > 1. 1 
Step 9. Assume p > 3. Then 
(a) c2 = 0. 
(b) For1 <j<ss4,wehave 
(j - 2)(j + 2)(j + 3)cj+, = j(j f l)(j + 5)~~ (7.21) 
Proof. Let 1 < j < s - 4 and set k = 2 in equation (7.3) of Step 2. Then 
i=s-j- j and aj, = -(j f 3)(j + 2)(j - 2)/6. Also, 
aai = -j( j + l)(j + 5)/6 modp 
since s = 0 modp. Furthermore, ci = --~,-~-r = ---c~+~ . We obtain 
-~cz,-,-~,~c~ = (j + 3)(j + 2)(j - 2)Cj+z - j(i + l)(j + 5)Cj . (7.22) 
SincepIsandp#sbyStep8,wehaves32pandwecansetj=~-2in 
(7.22). This yields 
-6c, = -6c,_, 
and since cpPe = 0 by Step 7, the result follows. 1 
Step 10. cj = 0 for all j + 0, - 1 mod p. 
Proof. For 1 < j ,( s - 3 with j = 1 mod p, equation (7.19) yields cj = 0. 
Since cs--2 = -cr = 0, this gives cj = 0 for all j = 1 modp and completes the 
proof if p = 3. Assume then p > 3. 
For 1 < j < s - 4 with j = 1 modp, equation (7.21) yields cjsz = 0 since 
ci = 0. Thus ci = 0 for all j K 3 modp and setting j = 2 in (7.19), we obtain 
cj = 0 for j = 2 mod p if p # 5. If p = 5, the same conclusion results from 
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equation (7.21). Now by (7.19) it follows for j = 2, 3,...,p - 3 modp that if 
cj = 0, then c~+~ = 0 and the result follows by induction. 1 
Step 11. Let r be an integer with 0 < rp < s. Then 
(4 crp = -hl 
(b) crp--1 = cc,-w-1. 
Proof. Statement (a) is obtained by setting j = rp - 1 in (7.19). By Step l(a), 
C rD = -Co-ed--] and thus (b) follows by (a). 1 
We now work toward showing that crP-i = 0 for 0 < rp < s. 
Step 12. Let u + v + w = s/p with u, v, w > 0. Then 
(7.23) 
Proof. Set i = up - 1, j = vp + 1, k = wp - 1 in equation (7.3) of Step 2. 
By Lemma 2.3 we have 
and by Step 10, cj = 0. The result follows. fl 
Now let p = pe if s’ > 1 and 4 = pe-l if S’ = 1, so that 4 is the largest 
power of p which is a proper divisor of s. Note that Q > 1 by Step 8. Write 
s = seq. 
Step 13. clea-r = 0 for 0 < k < so . 
Proof. We cannot have both k and ss - k divisible by p since otherwise 
p 1 s, and we are in the case s = pe. In this case, s,, = p and 1 < k < p - 1 
so that p T k. Since 
cka-l = C(s,-l&-l (7.24) 
by Step 1 l(b), it is no loss to assume that p 7 (ss - k). 
Since cQ-r = 0 by Step 3 ifs’ > 1 and by Step 6(a) ifs = pe, we may assume 
by (7.24) that k < s0 - 1. We can therefore take u = q/p, w = kq/p and 
v = (so - 1 - k)q/p in Step 12. 
By Lemma 2.3 we have 
and so (7.23) yields 
(So - k) ckq-1 = (” z “) Cq-l = 0 
and the result follows. 1 
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Step 14. crDel = 0 for 0 < rp < s. 
Proof. Since 4 < s/2, it s&ices to assume (by Step 11(b)) that rp < s - 4. 
Write rp = kpf with p < fl < CJ (allowing p 1 k). If the result is false, suppose 
rp is chosen with c,,-i # 0 such thatf is as large as possible, and for thisf, and 
subject to the condition that rp < s - 4, with k as large as possible. By Step 13 
we have pf < q and by the maximality off, we conclude p f k. 
Since pf < q and q divides s - q, we see that (s - q) - kpf > 0 and is 
divisible by pf. Thus 
(k + l)pf < s - q < s (7.25) 
and we can set u = kpf-l, 7;’ = pf-l and w = ((s/pf) - k - l)pf-l in Step 12. 
From Lemma 2.3 we obtain 
= (slpf) - k mod p 
and since pf < q we have slpf = 0 modp. Also c 9w _ 1 = C(s-ed-1 = C(k+l)sf-1 
and (7.23) yields 
u+v 
i 1 V C(k+l)&l + kCkpq = 0. 
Since (k + l&f < s - q by (7.25), the maximality of k yields that c(k+l)pfP1 = 0. 
It follows that ck9f-i = 0 since p r k. 1 
The proof of Theorem 7.1 is now complete since by Steps 10, 11(a) and 14 
we have ck = 0 for 0 < k < s - 1 and if s # pe we have ca = 0 by Step 5 
and c,-i = 0 by Step l(a). 
8. A LARGE SUBALGEBRA 
In Section 3 we discussed how the existence of a subalgebra of codimension 1 
characterizes a Zassenhaus algebra. In this section we produce a subalgebra of 
codimension 2 in each L,(f). If not all of the defining coefficients of L,(f) are 
zero, this subalgebra is maximal. This is used to prove that over suitable fields, 
each suchL,(f) is an algebra of type H(2 : m : CD)@) (In Wilson’s notation [9]) or 
H(A, w)t2) (in Kac’s notation [7]). I n a sequel [4], we will show that the maximal 
subalgebra of codimension 2 is unique when the characteristic exceeds 3. There 
we use the uniqueness to obtain an invariant for L,(f) which, together with a 
theorem of Wilson [lo], shows that there are precisely 12 - 1 isomorphism classes 
of algebras of type H(2 : m : @)c2) which have dimension pa, and moreover, that 
all of these are Albert-Zassenhaus. 
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THEOREM 8.1. Suppose char(F) = p > 2. In L = L,(f), Zet H be the spun of 
yO , y1 ,..., ysa-2 and M = {m EL 1 [mL] C H}. Then M is a subalgebra of codi- 
mmsion 2. It is maximal iff some dejking coeficient is nonxero. If F is algebraically 
closed and p > 3, then L,(f) is of generalized Cartan type. It is either Zassenhaus 
(W(l : n)) or H(2 : m : @)@). 
Proof. It is clear that M is a subalgebra of L. Since [y-iya] = yei , no non- 
zero linear combination of y-i and y,, lies in M and thus M has codimension >2. 
According to Section 4, L = Ln(f) = L(a; K) C Der(A) where A is the 
divided power algebra spanned by x(O), x(l),..., x(pc-r) and K = f(8). Let G be 
the transformation I - K. By Lemma 4. I, the product in L can be written 
[u - (a; K), b * (a; K)] = (G(a) a(b) - a(a) G(b)) * (a; K). 
In A, the span of the xti) for i > 0 is an ideal N, and sinceyi = ~(~7~) . (a; K), 
we see that H = N . (a; K). It follows that a . (a; K) lies in M whenever 
G(a) E N and a(a) E N. S ince the spaces {a E A 1 G(a) E N) and {a E A 1 a(u) E N) 
each have codimension <l, it follows that M has codimension <2 and the first 
assertion is proved. 
If M is not maximal, then L has a subalgebra of codimension 1 and is therefore 
Zassenhaus by Theorem 3.2, and all defining coefficients are zero by Theorem 4.6. 
Conversely, if all defining coefficients are zero, it is clear that M is the span of 
Yl 7 Yz t..-, ypn-a and thus is not maximal since it is contained in the subalgebra S 
(which equals H in this case). 
Finally, assume M is maximal and consider the representation r of M on 
L/M so that T(M) is a subalgebra ofgd(2, F). It is not solvable for otherwise, since 
dim(L/M) = 2 < p, Lie’s theorem would show that there is a l-dimensional 
invariant subspace of L/M. Such a subspace would give a subalgebra containing 
M of codimension 1, contradicting the maximality of M. Thus w(M) E 42, F) 
or g/(2, F). In either case, there exists Y = (i i) E a(M) with rank 1 and 
(ad Y)” # 0 on n(M). Consequently, the conditions of Wilson’s theorem 
[9, p. 4181 are satisfied and L is of generalized Cartan type. 
By Wilson’s classification, what remains to be shown is that r(M) s 42, F). 
Suppose not, that is n-(M) z g/(2, F). Then there is 1 E M with n(Z) = I and so 
[Zy-i] = y-, + m and [Zyo] = y. + n with m, n E M. Then 
[bL,l = PklYOll 
= [(ypl + 4,yol + [Y-I, (Yo + 41 
= 2y-, + [my01 + [Y-I~I. 
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